How to Check Site Activity &
Validity with Domain and IP
Intelligence Tools
In an industry that increasingly gets more competitive every day, a seller’s
reputation matters a lot. As personal selling is not possible online, e-commerce
sites rely on several factors to establish consumer trust. Among them are reviews,
which compensate for the lack of face-to-face transactions. In fact, 90% of
consumers stated that positive reviews inﬂuence their purchasing decisions.
Consistency in terms of the quality of one’s product and services also plays a
crucial role in fostering trust.
But because digital commerce is cut-throat, online merchants sometimes resort to
whatever it takes to maintain their share of the proﬁts—even if they tarnish
someone else’s reputation in the process. For instance, some sell replicas and pass
them oﬀ as authentic items. They may also impersonate legitimate businesses on
your site or manipulate product search results with blackhat marketing techniques.
Finally, with the right exploit tools, some even manage to hijack someone else’s
brand, starting with products and the target’s account.

This tutorial instructs users on performing vendor website assessments with
enterprise-grade domain and IP intelligence solutions to prevent rogue sellers from
abusing e-commerce platforms. But before we go on, let’s ﬁrst deconstruct the
reasons behind website audits.

Why Conduct Website Activity and
Validity Checks?
It’s widely known that any site operating online faces constant security risks from
external threats, such as hackers and criminal networks. Insider threats such as
third-party vendors, however, can be just as worrisome.
For e-commerce sites, inactive users and illegitimate sellers hawking counterfeit
products on their platforms pose signiﬁcant threats to their operations. Financial
losses attributed to counterfeit products, for example, cost American businesses
around $200 billion per year. This amount doesn’t even factor in indirect costs,
such as lawsuit fees and lost revenue from poor customer experience (CX).
Such problems highlight the need for e-commerce platforms to boost their
protection by conducting routine website audits. By looking into a seller’s
background, you can better protect your platform’s reputation. Below are a few
issues you can avoid by ridding your platform of unscrupulous sellers and thirdparty aﬃliates:
Advertising fraud: Advertising fraud comes in many forms. Competitors
may send you traﬃc from fake ads tied to spammy keywords that you did
not set up. The resulting traﬃc could get your site penalized (if you’re a
third-party seller) and taken oﬄine by search engines or, worse, the
Federal Trade Commission (FTC).

Scam sites: Scamming “sellers” often put up links to malicious, broken, or
parked domains on their proﬁles with malicious ends in mind. In turn,
unsuspecting users may not be able to tell the diﬀerence from legitimate
sites and fall for traps.

Inactive or unsecured accounts: Unfortunately, hackers may attempt to
take over seller accounts that are left inactive for a long time. Some
account details even end up for sale on underground marketplaces.

Domain and IP Intelligence Tools You Can
Use to Check a Seller’s Website Activity
and Validity
Practicing due diligence on individual sellers may be a tedious job, but the beneﬁts
outweigh the inconvenience. Below, we demonstrate how to use some domain and
IP intelligence tools to help e-commerce platform owners identify red ﬂags during
seller analysis.

Screenshot API
If in doubt about the legitimacy of a seller’s website, we highly recommend that
you safely preview it with Screenshot API ﬁrst. The program is a handy tool for
ﬁnding out if a domain featured on a seller’s account is parked or if a site’s content
matches the brand’s claims.
For example, Aldevra is among the top sellers on Amazon’s Appliances category. It
lists aldevra[.]com on its Amazon storefront proﬁle. Using Screenshot API, we
generated a preview of its website to show it’s currently active:

The screenshot reveals that the website’s branding matches that of its Amazon
storefront.

So far, our analysis is going in the right direction. However, we can use other tools
to further conﬁrm that Aldevra is indeed the company it claims to be.

Domain Availability API
Another quick way to check if a seller’s domain is working is by running it in
Domain Availability Check/API. With that tool, you can determine if a domain is still
available for registration or not. If it is, the seller may be lying about having a
website. The report for Aldevra’s domain reveals that it isn’t available—which is
good news.

WHOIS API
The next step is to check the domain’s WHOIS records for further details. You can

use WHOIS API to see if the domain’s registration records match the seller’s
information.
With WHOIS API, we found that the domain is owned by Michigan-based Aldevra,
LLC. We also discovered that the domain was set up in March 2009, as the partial
report below reveals:

From there, you can cross-check other data against the organization’s publicly
available corporate records. We consulted a reliable database such as the Better
Business Bureau (BBB) to conﬁrm other relevant details for the company.
The contact details and address below reﬂect that the company is associated with
the domain in question. The domain’s registration location also matches the
address of the organization’s headquarters.

As you can also see in the BBB report below, the business was incorporated on
March 9, 2009 — around the same time that its domain was reserved.

WHOIS History Search
There are times, however, that a domain’s WHOIS records are privacy-protected.
Domain intelligence tools such as WHOIS History Search make it possible to ﬁnd
leads by retrieving its registration history.

In Aldevra’s case, we found that its domain has always been with Wild West
Domains since it set up shop back in 2009. WHOIS History Search also allowed us
to obtain the domain’s previous registrant contact, who works with the company.

Email Veriﬁcation API
If an email address for the seller is available, you can subject it to a validity check
by using Email Veriﬁcation API. Any irregularities in the API’s report, such as
missing inboxes or mismatched name servers, could mean that the domain is
inactive or has some security ﬂaws.
For our analysis, we scanned sales@aldevra[.]com, a commonly cited email
address on the company’s online proﬁles, with Email Veriﬁcation API. The program
generated the following results:

The API output tells us that the email address follows the correct syntax and has
no spelling errors. It also doesn’t rely on a disposable email service provider.

However, the current mail server uses a catch-all email address, which accepts
messages on behalf of other accounts. That isn’t necessarily bad, but sending
messages to catch-all email addresses could impact a mail sender’s deliverability
and reputation score in some instances.

What Else Can Domain and IP Intelligence
Tools Tell You About a Website?
In addition to checking site activity and validity, domain and IP intelligence
solutions can help to ﬁnd out a great deal more about who is behind a site and
what other ventures that person or organization might be involved in. It can as well
point to security vulnerabilities or even ongoing criminal activities. Let’s use our
earlier example to illustrate.

Reverse WHOIS Search
Reverse WHOIS Search is a handy tool that lets users see if a domain’s owner
operates other sites. For instance, it appears that Aldevra’s registrant also owns
another domain, experienceeastafrica[.]info. While unavailable for registration, the

domain isn’t pointing to any live sites yet, which means the owner is probably
reserving it for future use.

Website Contacts API
Website Contacts API is a supplementary tool that enables users to ﬁnd out if the
contacts indicated on a website match those found in the public domain. The
report below includes the oﬃcial sales@aldevra[.]com email address. We also saw
an email address for a person named Maggie, which we ﬁrst encountered through
the domain’s historical WHOIS records.

Domain Reputation API
Another straightforward program that can reveal a lot about a domain’s
trustworthiness is Domain Reputation API. The API scans known blacklists and
malware databases to determine whether or not a domain has been used in
phishing or malware attacks in the past.

Aldevra’s domain garnered a high score and therefore passed the API’s validation.
However, the tool displayed some security certiﬁcate vulnerabilities that the site’s
web developers may consider looking into.

Threat Intelligence Platform (TIP)
TIP is an all-encompassing platform that enables users to conduct host
conﬁguration analysis and validate connected IP addresses and name servers from
one place. It reveals other weaknesses in a website that are easily overlooked as
well.
For instance, with TIP, we discovered that some of Aldevra’s Domain Name System
(DNS) records are not up to par with industry standards. TIP revealed the following
ﬁndings, among others:
The site has a page that redirects to another destination, which could be
caused by invalid links or JavaScript codes.

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) settings fail to conform to Internet best
practices.
Its email address servers don’t have AAAA records that speciﬁcally enable
IPv6 resolution.
The mail exchange (MX) servers don’t allow Domain-Based Message
Authentication, Reporting, and Conformance (DMARC) that helps prevent
spooﬁng and phishing attacks.
You can view the full TIP report here.

Final Thoughts
Overall, Aldevra has proven that it’s a legitimate brand based on its website’s
contents and WHOIS records. However, its records presented some minor security
issues that its IT team should certainly look into.
For its part, Amazon can warn Aldevra of the latter’s hosting vulnerabilities. The ecommerce giant can also observe the same risk assessment protocol that we
carried out when screening future sellers.
As we’ve seen in highly publicized attacks, overlooked security loopholes could
inﬂict devastating damages on a business. However, e-commerce platforms that
remain vigilant can focus more on gaining new partners and increasing their
customer satisfaction. By integrating domain and IP intelligence tools into your
security infrastructure, your organization can fend oﬀ dubious third-party sellers
and partners.

